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Building Skills for Sustainable Construction

?  
Are the skills we need for the future different? What elements of our existing skills need to change?
Sustainability & Energy Efficiency

Building Skills for Sustainable Construction

• Where are the skills gaps?
  – Is it design?
  – Is it specification?
  – Is it execution on site?

It’s probably a combination of all of them.
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So what can we do about this?

• If we really want to address the lifetime performance and energy efficiency of our buildings – do we need to change our collective behaviours?
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Building Skills for Sustainable Construction (Leonardo) Project

- Sustainable Construction Interest Group

• Business Improvement Seminars and Employer Engagement Events
Industry Support for Training

- Grants
  - Tier 1
  - Tier 2
  - Tier 3
Industry Support for Training

- Careers & SkillBuild
- Research
Training

• Mobile Training Unit

• Undergraduate Development Programme
Training

• Leader in Construction

• Supervisory Course

• VET360 – Virtual Environment Training in a 360 Degree Environment
Thank You